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ABSTRACT

The nanomedicine concept implies early detection at the
molecular level and molecular characterisation to
implement a specific therapy. In this context, the
development of micro/nanotool devoted for intra-tissular
characterisation is indispensable. We first demonstrated
that proteins can be captured from the microsurgery tools
directly introduced in the human brain. We optimized the
tool by the addition of specific chemical and
micro/nanostructuration modifications. A small silicon chip
was produced, and plugged on the metallic stylet. We first
introduced chemical modification on the surface,
mimicking in vivo the SELDI-TOF concept, devoted to the
capture of a specific subproteome. The results obtained
clearly demonstrate the adequate concentration of a specific
subproteome providing the individualization of
supplementary peptides. The chemical modifications also
provided the conservation of the spatial location of the
proteins inside the tissue. We also significantly increased
protein capture by the addition of specific
micro/nanostructuration modifications on the surface of the
device. In conclusion, we validate the concept of molecular
biopsy using a specific silicon chip harbouring surface
modifications. This will be helpful, to help diagnosis,
prognosis and therapeutic prediction during conventional
micro-invasive approaches in oncology in connection with
poly-omic characterization

INTRODUCTION

We are still practicing medicine using theoretical
framework  adopted more than 2 centuries ago, using so
called anatomo-clinical medicine. Symptoms, physical
signs as well as the connected radiological images bring us
to the pathological location: If necessary, surgery or biopsy
provides us the precise anatomopathological diagnosis after
microscopic examination. An adequate therapy is then
delivered, whose effectiveness is monitored by the same
macroscopic and microscopic indicators. At the present
time, clinical diagnosis and therapeutic monitoring
techniques evolution are on miniaturization way. Micro-
invasive technologies have reduced the size of the tissue
sample, which remain indispensable for example in
oncology. Moreover, beside classical anatomopathological
analysis, molecular profiling has been validated as an
important complement for classical anatomopathology
providing a more precise diagnosis and therapeutic
response prediction.

In order to find out relevant biomarkers, it is needed to take
tissue but in some area as brain, biopsy could be tricky.
Existing techniques and tools which are all based on the
biopsy principle, consisting in sampling pieces of tissue
with potent clinical side effect depending of location in the
brain. Some functional areas are, for example, not possible
to investigate such as substantia nigra or the peri-tumoral
area. Peri-tumoral area contains very relevant biomarkers
for  recurrence  and  therapy,  that  we  are  unable  to  be
investigated using classical techniques.
We present in this paper a miniaturized new tool solving
some of the concerns about biopsy investigation in human
brain tissues, potentially dramatically decreasing side
effects and opening new perspective to investigate
pathological area previously non accessible.

RESULTS

By using micro technologies to manufacture our tool, we
compensate its much reduced size in providing high
developed surface by giving it a microstructure. This
enables it to recover enough proteins to be analyzed. On the
other hand, we make it more specific in giving to the
surface chemical affinity properties.

Figure 1: surface modifications implemented of the surface
of the chips implemented on the classical biopsy tool
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Our tool could be used directly as target in a laser
desorption mass spectrometer as MALDI-TOF (Matrix
Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization – Time Of Flight).
The efficiency of the laser desorption – ionization on
functionalized oxidized silicon has been demonstrated.
Each tool is considered as a chip and design as well. Chips
are designed individually and manufactured collectively on
100mm silicon wafers.
The manufacturing is derived from microelectronic
technology using mainly photolithography and Deep
Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) steps that are running in the
LETI MEMS clean rooms.
In order to obtain a high developed surface, micro pillar
with octagonal section were design. They have 80µm
diameter, 240µm pitch and 50µm high (Fig. 1).
A controlled  thermal  oxidation  is  carried  out  at  the  end of
the process to cover the silicon of silicon dioxide which
allows the later chemical functionalization.
Then, each chip is diced to lead to individual tools
measuring 300µm x 600µm x 2mm.
Chips are ready to receive the chemical treatment. After the
manufacturing of the chip, chemical functions have to be
grafted efficiently at the surface of the tools.  First, the
silicon oxide layer (500nm) was hydrated with a solution of
NaOH 2,5N/Ethanol 40%/60% in volume. After 2 hours of
exposition, the tool is rinsed successively in water and
ethanol under ultrasonic stirring, to give a hydrophilic silica
surface (contact angle < 10°).
The silanisation solution used is a 10-2 M solution of silane
in dried trichloroethylene. The grafting reaction is
performed under an inert atmosphere and thermoregulated
at  0  °C for  24h.  Then,  the  tool  is  successively  rinsed  with
trichloroethylene, ethanol, and chloroform under ultrasonic
stirring to remove the solution containing the excess of
silane and the physisorbed organosilane molecules.

We developed four main proprietary chemistries:
hydrophobic surface is directly obtained after grafting,
whereas hydrophilic, cationic and anionic surfaces are
obtained after one post-silanisation step. The principle of
the stacking of the chemical functions is illustrated on
Fig.1.

The experiments are carried out on three steps; the first
validations have been led on healthy mice brains, then, the
pre clinical “ex vivo” validations have been led on human
brain tumors obtained extemporaneously during surgery.
All the experiments are divided in the following stages: We
“affix” for about 30sec the imprint tool on tissue. Then, we
proceed to different steps of rinse and drying to put directly
the silicon tool in the laser desorption mass spectrometer
after having add the matrix.
The spectrometer used for all the experiments is the
ProteinChip® System Series 4000 manufactured by
Ciphergen®.
The efficiency of our tool is assessed on the number and the
intensity of the peaks detected
We have first check that our tool was more efficient than
classical surgical stainless steal in capturing proteins.

Mass spectrums on Fig. 2 shows that peaks, especially in
low masses (<12000Da), are much more numerous, intense
and well-defined for smooth hydrophobic and anionic
surfaces (spectrums 3 and 4), compared to two kind of
stainless steal (spectrums 1 and 2).

Fig 2:  Mass spectrums for comparison of our tool to
classical steal

Then, we have compared microstructured surfaces with
smooth surfaces for different chemical functions.
On Fig.3, we see that when the surface presents a micro
pillars structuration, peaks are once again much more
numerous, intense and well-defined than on a smooth
surface even if this smooth surface has a chemical
functionalization.

(1)
(2)

Fig 3: Micro pillars structuration (1) increase the capture
on biomarker on the surface of the chip compared to a

smooth surface.
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CONCLUSION

We realized the proof of concept of the “proteomic
fingerprint” principle in the context of brain tumor. Our
imprint tool has been validated extemporaneously “ex-
vivo” on human cancerous tissues. A proof of concept trial
in glioblastoma patients will be initiated soon, taking into
account the absence of toxicity of the device. It opens
interesting perspective to investigate crucial area previously
not accessible such as the peri-tumoral area, and also the
availability of a regional molecular mapping all along the
biopsy trajectory. With this kind of tool, deep brain regions
can be reached without damage to find out new relevant
biomarkers and for a better understanding of diseases
development. The extension from micro-device to nanotool
using nanoparticles implemented on the tool or injected in
the  blood  circulation  is  an  other  perspective  providing  a
true nano-invasive strategy for the diagnostic and
monitoring of cancer.
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